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ABSTRACT
In the past decades, static code analysis has become a prevalent means to detect bugs and security vulnerabilities in software systems. As software becomes more complex, analysis tools also report lists of increasingly complex warnings that developers need to address on a daily basis. The novel insight we present in this work is that static analysis tools and video games both require users to take on repetitive and challenging tasks. Importantly, though, while good video games manage to keep players engaged, static analysis tools are notorious for their lacking user experience, which prevents developers from using them to their full potential, frequently resulting in dissatisfaction and even tool abandonment. We show parallels between gaming and using static analysis tools, and advocate that the user-experience issues of analysis tools can be addressed by looking at the analysis tooling system as a whole, and by integrating gaming elements that keep users engaged, such as providing immediate and clear feedback, collaborative problem solving, or motivators such as points and badges.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in interaction design.
• Theory of computation → Program analysis.
• Applied computing → Computer games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To efficiently fix a warning yielded by a static analysis tool, developers have to achieve three main goals: (1) understand the code base, (2) understand the warning in the context of the code base, and (3) determine the most efficient way of fixing it. Similarly, video gamers need to (1) understand the game’s universe, (2) the quest they are trying to solve, (3) and to elaborate a strategy to solve it. In both cases, players and developers engage in solving task after task over the span of hours. The difference between analysis tools and successful games is that the latter provide well-thought, engaging features to support the player (quests are well explained, incentives are made clear, etc.), which the former typically do not offer.

Past research in static analysis has explored how to make analysis tools more usable by, for example, making them faster [20, 28, 36], classifying warning lists [18, 22, 31], or improving their user interfaces (UI) [11, 32]. We advocate that building a good analysis tool should include such improvements only if they are helpful and engaging to the developer. This also includes less researched areas (e.g., collaborative problem-solving [35]). An important point is that the analysis tool should be coherent as a system, i.e., it should be much more than using an out-of-the-box analysis algorithm and reporting its results to the developer after post-processing them. Useful features should be integrated into the design of the system, even into the analysis algorithm, if needed.

We envision a static analysis tool which not only reports bugs, but also helps developers understand the code base, and helps them fix warnings in an engaging, motivating way. In that sense, the tool is really an intelligent code assistant. To achieve this, we propose to leverage the knowledge of game designers, and to integrate gaming elements into analysis tools to improve their user experience. Static analysis is very powerful, but the tooling is unusable, it cannot be used to its full potential. With this paper, we wish to motivate the need for creating useful, complete analysis tools.

In Section 2, we explain how user-experience issues of traditional static analysis tools can impede self-motivation. Then, we initiate a discussion on how to apply gaming elements to static analysis in Section 3. We report initial results on the acceptance of gamified static analysis features in Section 4. Section 5 details the related work and Section 6 concludes.

2 SELF-MOTIVATION IN STATIC ANALYSIS
The Self-Determination Theory (SDT) defines three innate psychological needs which influence self-motivation: competence, relatedness and autonomy [26]. In the context of video games, those needs have been found to be good predictors of enjoyment and satisfaction [27]. Competence refers to a need for a challenge and its subsequent sense of achievement (e.g., having learnt new skills). Autonomy is about the control of the player on their own actions (i.e., the degree of choice offered at each step of the game). Relatedness refers to the sense that the player’s actions have consequences on the universe of the game.

A static analysis models all possible runtime scenarios from the source code only. Such complex operations can take a long time to complete [17]. Used as such, analyses cannot recompute updates in a short time, so until the entire analysis is re-run, developers do...
not know if their fix worked, if it didn’t, or if it introduced a new bug. This impedes relatedness and competence. Static analysis is a case where too much autonomy is given to the developer: to build its own model, an analysis makes assumptions that may differ from the developer’s understanding of the code. This makes it harder for developers to understand why the analysis reports a warning and if it is relevant to them, leaving them on their own as to how to fix it [6, 17]. This traditional way of using static analysis can thus be detrimental to the developer’s experience.

3 CHALLENGES

When thinking of games, concepts such as points, badges, or profiles immediately come to mind. However, it is important to remember that the goal of gamifying a system is not about making it a game but making the tool more engaging to the users, and also considering when not to gamify [5, 14]. All features of a good analysis tool should be engaging, useful (i.e., directly assist the developer in fixing bugs), and be minimally disruptive of the developer’s work [12, 16, 24]. This last point is all the more important as static analysis already requires the developer to learn about the code base, warning information, and fixing techniques. Adding gaming abstractions on top of this (e.g., quests) could be distracting or confusing.

Figure 1 presents a traditional use of a static analysis tool: the analysis is run on a separate server—typically as part of nightly builds, and the warnings are reported to developers who address them on the next morning. In the following, we focus on 1–4 and detail the challenges raised by gamifying static analysis.

1. Responsiveness: Because static analysis can take a long time to terminate, analysis tools seldom provide support for providing immediate feedback in response to a developer modification of source code. To improve this, we raise two challenges.

(a) Making the analysis responsive. Past approaches to make analyses faster such as incremental [28] or just-in-time analyses [20] can handle code updates quick enough to provide immediate feedback. However, worst cases can still run for longer than the original analysis would. This must be avoided when designing a gamified tool: a responsive interface cannot wait for the analysis to complete, even for a fraction of the code changes. Research in this direction needs to guarantee a maximum re-computation time of one second in all cases (Nielsen’s threshold for interactive UIs [25]). This could be done by avoiding or pre-computing known worst cases, translating them in easily verifiable heuristics, or by reporting different types of warnings at different points of the software development lifecycle for example.

(b) Making the UI responsive. A key component of good games is their short response time. This is typically ensured through visual or sound effects on a game event or a player’s action. Gamified tools should also follow this principle, for relatedness. For example, when a developer fixes a bug, warning lists should be immediately updated, and present warnings in a way that makes it easy to identify which ones are newly created or fixed, which is difficult for a large number of warnings. Gamified analysis tools need UIs that supports such mechanisms.

2. Solution-oriented communication: Analysis tools typically display information in terms of bugs (e.g., vulnerability types, severity etc.). Instead, we propose to shift the focus towards fixes, which revolves around the following three challenges.

(a) Presenting warnings using fix information. In video games, players typically choose quests they can handle at their current level. In most analysis tools, fix information is rarely available and requires from the developer to first look into the bug and estimate the effort of fixing it. Better analysis tools could provide an estimate of this effort, or even propose quick fixes (incurring the danger of introducing other bugs). Displaying fixes instead of bugs can also eliminate the need to triage through lists of bugs, and give developers direct information they could act on (e.g., prioritize fixes which have the most impact). This would spare developer effort, and give them more visibility.

(b) Learning from the developer. In some cases, the developer knows or can calculate information the analysis is not able to compute, in particular constraints on runtime values. Tools could query users for missing information and integrate it back into the analysis. The process of guiding the developer to obtain such information based on what the analysis knows, and how to communicate with them in a human-readable, engaging way is almost like a mini-game inside of the gamified tool.

(c) Pacing the difficulty. The levels of games such as Tetris typically increase in difficulty. Sometimes, a particularly difficult level can appear, and solving it motivates the player to continue playing. Ordering lists of static analysis warnings by fix difficulty would help developers learn about the tool, bugs, and code base with a gentler learning curve. Another important concept is minimizing external influences. For example, Tetris tiles are always the same, and the goal and rules never change, so players can just concentrate on their task: aligning tiles. Grouping warnings with similar fixes would have a similar effect, allowing developers to concentrate on the fixing task without having to switch from one code base (or warning type) to another.

3. Clear working status: Video game UIs strive to give users a large autonomy by: (1) clearly presenting the player’s current status to help them choose their next action, and (2) providing them with intuitive actionable controls to take those actions. The UI of static analysis tools should also address those challenges.

(a) Showing the developer’s current status. Just like video games, there are two main phases to using a static analysis tool: selecting which warnings (quests) to work on, and fixing those warnings. In the first phase, developers need an overview of all warnings, of the warnings they want to fix, and clear information that helps them select warnings to fix (e.g., incentives or impact of the fix). In the second phase, developers focus on one warning in particular, so they need detailed information about that one warning. In all cases, transparency over how the
analysis works is key. For example, if the tool cannot determine if the warning has been fixed without re-running the analysis, it should make it clear in the interface, and perhaps put the warning in a waiting list for the next day.

(b) **Showing available actions.** Another important element is to always provide developers with the actions they can take (e.g., cancel a fix, assign themselves a warning, etc.) without cluttering the view with actionable items, and providing support for those actions (e.g., a quick rollback system for a cancel action). Designing such a UI is key to good usability.

4 **Teamwork:** An aspect of static analysis that is often overlooked by analysis writers is that, code can be developed collaboratively. Leveraging a group’s knowledge and experience of the tool and the code base can be very efficient, and raises two challenges:

(a) **Collaborative problem-solving.** Creating a collaborative debugging environment where the strengths of different team members are capitalized on without working against each other can be tricky. For example, suggesting colleagues that might have fixed similar issues without flooding said colleagues with too many requests. Whether interactions between developers are limited to questions and answers or the tool integrates real-time interactions (similar to Google Docs), it is important for a gamified tool to create an environment where the developer can ask for help without being penalized, or leave the warning for later, when they have more experience.

(b) **Motivating elements for collaborative work.** With the collaboration of different individuals comes incentives and reward systems such as points, badges, levels, achievements, rankings, etc. Such elements can also be applied to a single user, to help them have a clearer overview of what they are doing on a particular day. Such a system could be counter-productive since it sets goals (e.g., earning points) that are different from the original goal of fixing bugs. Researching which elements to use and how to carefully balance them is a challenging task.

4 EARLY RESULTS

We have built an initial UI prototype of a gamified static analysis tool addressing the challenges from Section 3. Figures 2 and 3 show the selection screen and a close-up of the debug screen mentioned in 3(a). The tool features A–I are described in Table 1. While designing the features, we have focused on two aspects: customizing the information based on the developer’s current work (e.g., their currently assigned bugs) and experience (H and P), and providing them with as focused feedback and actionable actions (e.g., K presents information embedded in the code where it is relevant: explanations on why the tool reports a bug, its relationship to other bugs, and access to possible actions: “This is wrong”, “I fixed it”, etc. I appears when the developer fixes a bug. It shows them their status (new points, achievements...) and gives them access to possible actions: “Get more bugs to fix”).

We ran a 45-minutes cognitive walkthrough of the prototype with eight researchers who have knowledge of how static analysis tools function. Five of them had worked with analysis tools as developers in the past. Participants performed 23 tasks grouped in five themes: navigate the selection screen, (un-)assign bugs, navigate the debug screen, fix a bug, mark a bug as a false positive. In an interview, we asked participants whether they found the tool features (1) useful to complete their tasks and (2) engaging (i.e., they enjoyed using it). Finally, we asked them to list the top features of the tool. The study protocol and results are made available online [1].

Table 1 presents the results of the interview. We see that features D–P were perceived as useful by a strong majority of the participants. In particular, the information embedded in the code K was mentioned by 87.5% of the participants as part of their top useful features, confirming the need for answers to challenges (3) and (3). Next come the filtering functionalities (P), which set goals (e.g., earning points) that are different from the original goal of fixing bugs. Researching which elements to use and how to carefully balance them is a challenging task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature description</th>
<th>%U</th>
<th>%E</th>
<th>%P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Developer profile.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Point system.</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Badges.</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Overview of yesterday’s achievements.</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Map/overview of the warnings.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Filtering functionalities for the map.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Warnings assigned to the user.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Suggestions of bugs to fix.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Assignment system.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Warning history.</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K Warning information in the code.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Gutter icons.</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Mark false positives (“This is wrong”).</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Mark as fixed (“I fixed it”).</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Cancel M or N with one click.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Fix suggestions.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q Notification popup.</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we present work related to the gamification challenges from Section 3, and their applications to static analysis.
Gamification: Many approaches to gamifying software engineering have been researched in the past decade [5, 10, 13, 16, 34], mostly using points and badges. Recent literature proposes frameworks for gamification of general software systems [3, 24, 30]. In this paper, we motivate the need for a more concrete approach of gamifying static analysis tools. To our best knowledge, the only such attempt was limited to assigning points to the warnings [2]. We advocate for a more complete gamification of the entire analysis system.

Responsiveness of static analysis: Past and current approaches strive to make static analysis faster. Incremental analysis re-runs only on incremental change sets [28, 36]. The just-in-time approach prioritizes certain analysis directions [20]. Frameworks such as Tricorder [29] or Parfait [9] run quick and imprecise analyses first, and then refine the results with longer-running analyses.

Solution-oriented static analysis: Many analysis tools run post-processing modules that compute hints to guide the developer fix warnings. This ranges from showing pages of the vulnerability description [23] to computing vulnerability graphs [7, 21] to querying developers for generating quick fixes [4].

Usability of static analysis: Usability issues in static analysis tools have been documented over decades of use [6, 8, 17, 19, 33]. Approaches for improving particular UI components are explored in academia and industry: navigating program flows [32], integration of analysis tools in the workflow [8], graph visualisations [15], etc.

Collaboration in static analysis: From real-time collaboration (Google Docs), to management software (GitHub) to crowdsourcing [35], using knowledge from multiple individuals has brought better user experience. To our best knowledge, this has not yet been researched for static analysis.

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented the novel idea of following gaming principles to improve the usability and engagement capabilities of static analysis tools. We propose going beyond simply including points and badges, and look at the analysis system as a whole to define gamified features. Our preliminary study shows that such features are well-received, and motivates the need for creating developer-centric static analysis tools. Building such a system may require changes to the way current analysis tools and analysis algorithms typically work, by making them responsive, computing fix-centered warnings instead of bug-centered ones, improving the UI of the tools and adding collaborative features, challenges that are—for some—not been widely researched in the context of static analysis.
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